To improve the tracking accuracy of hypersonic sliding target in near space, the influence of target hypersonic movement on radar detection and tracking is analyzed, and an IMM tracking algorithm is proposed based on radial velocity compensating and cancellation processing of high dynamic biases under the earth centered earth fixed (ECEF) coordinate. Based on the analysis of effect of target hypersonic movement, a measurement model is constructed to reduce the filter divergence which is caused by the model mismatch. The high dynamic biases due to the target hypersonic movement are approximately compensated through radial velocity estimation to achieve the hypersonic target tracking at low systematic biases in near space. The high dynamic biases are further eliminated by the cancellation processing of different radars, in which the track association problem can be solved when the dynamic biases are low. An IMM algorithm based on constant acceleration (CA), constant turning (CT) and Singer models is used to achieve the hypersonic sliding target tracking in near space. Simulation results show that the target tracking in near space can be achieved more effectively by using the proposed algorithm.
Introduction
In recent years, with the continuously appearing of near space hypersonic vehicles, such as X-43 [1] and X-51A [2] , the defense against rapid strike weapons has become an urgent problem to be solved. The near space target is different from the traditional aerodynamic target [3] and the satellite orbital target [4] . It has its unique hypersonic sliding trajectory [5] , and can rapidly attack any target in the world in two hours, but the existing warning defense system is unable to track and intercept the threat target effectively. Therefore, it is necessary to research the tracking of hypersonic sliding target in near space.
The domestic & foreign researches have been still in the primary stage for the study of target tracking in near space.
The target trajectory, from launch to impact, is divided into three major phases [6] : boost, coast, and reentry. The boost phase of motion, which lasts from launch to thrust burnout, was discussed in Ref. [7] where the vehicle is accelerated to the designed altitude and velocity for beginning a sliding trajectory. The coast phase, sustaining the motion of skidding to the desired range, was analyzed in Ref. [8] . And the reentry phase, beginning when the sustaining burns are discontinued, was discussed with the state augment tracking methods in Ref. [9] .
In view of the tracking of this sliding trajectory target, a modified constant turning (MCT) model was proposed to enhance the performance of tracking high maneuvering target [10] . A variable structure multiple model tracking algorithm based on the directed graph (DG-VSMM) was proposed to further overcome the weakness of maneuvering target tracking with the single model [11] . And in Refs. [12, 13] , the IMM tracking algorithm is considered one of the most dependable methods in the field, and the robust tracking can be achieved through the interaction among different models.
However, all the researches above are based on the analysis of target maneuvering, but have not considered the influence of target hypersonic velocity. Nevertheless, the target in near space moves at a hypersonic velocity, and the hypersonic velocity makes a great difference on radar detection and tracking.
From Ref. [14] we know that the linear frequency modulated (LFM) signal is one of the most famous radar signals, which is of large time-bandwidth product, and can significantly improve the signal-to-noise (S/N) ratio when the matching filter is performed. But the disadvantage of this signal is that it is not sensitive to the Doppler shifts [15] . While the Doppler shifts exist as the target moves at a radial velocity. That is to say, the radar detection and tracking are inevitably affected by the radial velocity. In the case of low radial velocity, this property from target echo can be approximately neglected. But when the target moves at a hypersonic velocity, the effect of Doppler shift on the target tracking has not been discussed for hypersonic movement of the target, and a solving method has not been mentioned yet in the existing references.
In this paper, we firstly analyze the influence of target hypersonic movement on radar detection and tracking. Then the measurement models of hypersonic sliding target tracking in near space are established, and the high dynamic biases which are caused by the target hypersonic movement are eliminated through the radial velocity estimation and the cancellation processing method. Finally, an IMM tracking algorithm based on the CA, CT, and Singer models are utilized to further achieve the tracking of hypersonic sliding target in near space.
Influence of target hypersonic movement on radar measurements
Since the LFM signal is one of the most famous radar signals, which is of large time-bandwidth product, and can significantly improve S/N ratio when the matching filter is performed. The PC (pulse compression) radar which emits LFM signal) is selected to discuss the problem of hypersonic target tracking in near space.
We assume that the PC radar emits the LFM signal
where rectðk=tÞ ¼ 1, jkj ð1=2Þt, t is the emitting pulse width, f 0 is the central carrier frequency, m ¼ B=t is the FM rate, B is the FM band width. When the target moves at a radial speed of v, the received signal at time k can be expressed as follows
where t 0 ¼ ð2R 0 =cÞ, R 0 is the target distance at time t 0 , c is the light speed, g ¼ 1 þ ð2v=cÞ. At this time, if the matched filtering technique is used to the received signal s r ðkÞ, the output of the matching filters can be expressed as where f d ¼ ð2v=cÞf 0 is the target Doppler shift. Then according to the maximum signal-to-noise ratio criterion, the signal s o ðkÞ has a maximum value at time k ¼ t 0 ±ðf d =mÞ. That is to say, the radar measurements are inevitably affected by the following dynamic biases
In order to evaluate the influence of target hypersonic movement on the tracking of near space target, the relative analysis is as follows. 1) When the target moves at a hypersonic velocity, the high dynamic biases will be brought into the radar measurements of the near space target. For example, when the target in Fig. 1 moves at a constant velocity of V ¼ 5 km=s and the motion direction relative to the radar is j k ¼ 10 , the target distance and attitude are r k ¼ 600 km and h k ¼ 20 km, respectively, the radar wavelength is l ¼ 0:15 m, and the pulse width and band width of the linear FM signal are t ¼ 600 ms and B ¼ 1:5 MHz, respectively, the high dynamic biases caused by the target hypersonic movement can reach to
while the measurement errors of the conventional radar are 100m around. That is to say, the high dynamic biases, which seriously affect the tracking of near space target, can not be neglected.
3. Tracking models of hypersonic sliding target in near space
Measurement transformation
From the analysis above, we know that the high dynamic biases are brought into the radar measurements when the target moves at a hypersonic velocity. In this case, the robust tracking of near space target is unable to be achieved by single radar, so the radar network systems under the ECEF coordinate are utilized to overcome the problem here.
We assume that the same target in near space is tracked by radar A and B at different sites. The measurement of radar iði ¼ A; BÞ at time k is constructed by the slant range r i ðkÞ, the azimuth q i ðkÞ and the elevation f i ðkÞ. The measurement is affect by the high dynamic biases above, and is given by 
where 
Measurement model with high dynamic biases
Assuming that the state vector of near space target under the ECEF coordinate at time k is X ECEF ðkÞ ¼ ½xðkÞ _ xðkÞ€ xðkÞyðkÞ _ yðkÞ€ yðkÞzðkÞ _ zðkÞ€ zðkÞ
T ð10Þ
When the influence of target hypersonic movement is not considered, the discrete state equation and measurement equation are given by
where FðkÞ is the state transition matrix, HðkÞ is the measurement matrix, V ECEF ðkÞ and W i ECEF ðkÞ are the process noise and measurement noise, respectively.
However, from Eqs. (6)e (8) we see that, when the target moves at a hypersonic velocity, the high dynamic bias is
where Z ECEF ðkÞ is the true value of the target under the ECEF coordinate.
In this case, if the measurement equation in Eq. (12) is still used in the tracking of hypersonic target, a remarkable 2) It can be seen from Eq. (4) that the high dynamic bias Dr, which is different from the random measurement errors, varies with the specific parameters of the PC radar, such as radar wavelength l, pulse width t and band width B).
3) From Eq. (4), we see that the high dynamic bias Dr, which is caused by the target hypersonic movement, is proportional to the radial velocity v. The high dynamic bias Dr increase with the increase in radial velocity v when the radar parameters remain unchanged. 4) From Fig. 1 and Eq. (5), we see that the high dynamic bias Dr is also affected by the motion direction j k , the target distance r k and the target attitude h k . And the influence of motion direction j k is much larger than the other ones. This is because when the value of j k is lager, cos j k z0, the high dynamic bias Dr can be approximately regarded as nonexistence. When the value of j k is lower, Dr k zð2tc=BlÞV (r k [h k ), the high dynamic bias Dr makes a great difference on near space target tracking.
deviation exists under the influence of high dynamic biases. Thus, considering the influence of target hypersonic movement on radar detection and tracking, the measurement equation is modified as
where
is the coefficient matrix of DrðkÞ.
Influence of high dynamic biases on multi-radar data association
Based on the modification of measurement equation, Radar A and B at different sites are utilized to eliminate the influence of high dynamic biases cooperatively. In this case, we must firstly determine which measurements from different radars represent the same target. This determination is known as data association. (This data association criterion is not the emphasis of this paper, and can be seen in Ref. [17] .)
In the condition of the correct association of different radar measurements, we can have (see Eq. (13) 
The test statistics (see Ref. [17] )
approximately submits to the chi-square distribution with 3 degrees of freedom. In this case, the influence of high dynamic biasDr i ðkÞ on the association of different radar measurements can be ignored. On the contrary, when the value of Dr i ðkÞ is much larger, there is a significant difference between the measurements of Radar A and B as follows
Thus, the test statistics h 2 ðkÞ submits to the non-central chisquare distribution with 3 degrees of freedom and non-central parameter dðkÞ. 
Obviously, the test statistics h 2 ðkÞ in Eq. (22) is not suitable for the existing chi-square statistic criterion in Ref. [17] . And from Fig. 2 , we see that a large probability of false association is produced when the existing chi-square statistic criterion is directly used.
The cancellation
The measurement equation in Eq. (14) can be modified bỹ
where b Z i ECEF ðk þ 1Þ is the compensated target measurement, Dr i ðkÞ is the lower dynamic bias which is compensated by the radial velocity estimation, and
It can be seen from Eq. (28) that a much lower dynamic bias Dr i ðkÞ can be obtained with the compensation of radial velocity estimation. In this case, from Eqs. (18)e (20) we know that the correct association of different radar measurements can be performed successfully.
Based on the correct association of different radar measurements, a cancellation equation is established to eliminate the influence of high dynamic biases. We assume that, in the condition of time synchronization, the modified measurement equation of Radar A and B are given bỹ Considering the complexity of target trajectory, the CA, CT, and Singer models are selected as the sub-models of IMM to achieve the tracking of hypersonic sliding target in near space. The model selecting is organized as follows.
First of all, Singer model is chosen as the chief model of the IMM tracking. It is a typical global statistic model which not only considers the whole possibility of target maneuvering motion, but also balances the precision of the nonmaneuvering model. Then CA model is used to further improve the tracking accuracy of Singer model. This is because the trajectory of near space target can be also approximately regarded as a combination of multiple trajectories with constant acceleration when the sampling time is short enough. Finally, CT model is used to make up for the weakness of Singer model in tracking of strong maneuvering target.
Sub-model filtering with cancellation equation
In the condition of the reasonable selection of each submodel, the sub-model is combined with the cancellation measurement equation above to further achieve the tracking of hypersonic sliding target in near space.
We assume that the input state vector and its covariance of sub-model jðj ¼ 1; 2; 3Þ at time k are X oj ECEF ðkjkÞ and P oj ECEF ðkjkÞ, respectively. Then we construct the predicted vector and its covariance to further remove the influence of high dynamic biases It can be seen from Eq. (39) that the predicted vector is equivalent to the originally predicted vector X oj ECEF ðk þ 1jkÞ, so the predicted measurement is given by
Meanwhile, we get the cancellation measurement from Eq. (38) as follows
The measurement residual and the residual covariance are given by
And the filter gain is given by
Thus the output state and its covariance of sub-model j are updated by
Model interaction
In the condition of the implementation of each submodel filtering with cancellation equation, the IMM algorithm in Ref. [18] is used to obtain the optimal state estimate of hypersonic sliding target in near space. The architecture of the IMM algorithm is illustrated in Fig. 3 . The complete recursion of the IMM algorithm is seen in Ref. [18] .
Simulation
Computer simulation is used to study the performance of the proposed tracking algorithm, and four methods in Section 4.1 are compared with the proposed method in this paper.
Scenario
In this section, the target trajectory is built in the geodetic coordinate, the measurements are obtained in the polar coordinate of the radar, and the tracking of near space target is achieved in the ECEF coordinate.
1) Trajectory building
In the scenario, the trajectory of near space target is built according to the S-trajectory (Sanger trajectory) [19] . And in the S-trajectory, the target moves at a hypersonic velocity owing to the composite forces of thrust, lift, drag, and gravity. The implementation of the trajectory building can be seen in Ref. [20] .
Assuming that the initial position of target is given by ½N30 ; E130 ; 16 km with an initial speed of 5 Ma. At the initial time, the mass of target is 3600 kg, the angle-ofattack is 1 , and the heading angle and the flight path angle is 260 and 0 , respectively. In the simulation conditions above, the hypersonic sliding trajectory in near space is given in Fig. 4 .
2) Radar measurements
The near space target is tracked by Radar A and B at different sites. The positions of two radars are ½N33 ; E130:5 ; 0 km and ½N37 ; E130:5 ; 0 km, respectively. Fig. 3 . The architecture of IMM algorithm.
Both Radar A and B have the same parameters. The radar wavelength is 0.15 m, the pulse signal width and the bandwidth are 600 ms and 1.5 MHz, respectively. The measurement errors of slant range, azimuth angle, elevation angle and velocity are 100 m, 0.2 , 0.2 , and 100 m/s, respectively. The sampling period is 0.05 s.
Simulation results and discussion

Example 1
To analyze the effect of target hypersonic movement on near space target tracking, the proposed method is compared with the IMM tracking algorithm in Ref. [8] . 5 shows the trajectory and tracking results of the hypersonic sliding target in near space. To simplify the analysis, only the duration of ð0; 50sÞ is allowed here. From  Fig. 5 we see that the target state estimation leads to a remarkable deviation under the influence of high dynamic biases, while the proposed method can solve the problem better. Fig. 6 shows the target state estimate errors of different tracking algorithms. The proposed method has smaller position estimate error and faster convergence rate compared to the IMM tracking algorithm in Ref. [8] (see Fig. 6(a) ), and the position estimate error of the proposed method is decreased by 1500 m after the compensation of high dynamic biases. It can be seen form Fig. 6(b) and (c) that there is little difference on velocity estimation and acceleration estimation between the two methods.
Therefore, target hypersonic movement has a great difference on the position estimate, but has little influence on velocity estimation and acceleration estimation.
Example 2
To analyze the necessity of measurement compensation by radial velocity estimation, the proposed method is compared with the tracking algorithm in Ref. [21] in the case of time synchronization. Fig. 7 shows the probability of correct association for different tracking algorithms. The proposed method has a larger probability of correct association under the influence of high dynamic biases, and the correct association probability can reach to 90%. While the probability of correct association of the tracking algorithm in Ref. [21] is relatively low, and the correct associations of different radars are even unable to be performed at the initial time. Fig. 8 shows the target state estimate errors for different tracking algorithms. The target state estimate errors of the proposed method are much lower than those of the tracking algorithm in Ref. [21] under the influence of high dynamic biases. And compared with the tracking algorithm in Ref. [21] , the proposed method has a great improvement on target position estimation, while the improvements of velocity estimation and acceleration estimation are relatively small. Therefore, it is necessary to compensate the target measurements by radial velocity estimation in the case of time synchronization. 
Example 3
To further analyze the necessity of measurement compensation by radial velocity estimation, the proposed method is compared with the tracking algorithm in Ref. [22] in the case of time non-synchronization. In this example, the sampling time of Radar A and B are 0.1s and 0.15s, respectively. Ref. [22] , and the time alignment errors of the proposed method are decreased by approximately 2000 m. Fig. 10 shows the probability of correct association for different tracking algorithms. Under the influence of high dynamic biases, the proposed method has a larger probability of correct association, which is more than 90%. While the correct association probability of the tracking algorithm in Ref. [22] is relatively low, and increases first and then decreases, which is due to the fast changing of radial velocity when the target is close to the radar. Fig. 11 shows the target state estimate errors for different tracking algorithms. The target state estimate errors of the proposed method are much lower than those of the tracking algorithm in Ref. [22] under the influence of high dynamic biases. It can be seen from Fig. 11 that the proposed method has a great improvement on position estimation especially after the time of 100 s. While the improvement of velocity estimation and acceleration estimation is relatively small. Therefore, it is necessary to compensate the target measurements by radial velocity estimation in the case of time non-synchronization.
Example 4
To verify the superiority of cancellation processing of high dynamic biases, the proposed method is compared with the all augmented model (AAM) tracking algorithm in Ref. [23] . Fig. 12 shows the target state estimate errors for different tracking algorithms. The position estimate errors of the proposed method are much lower than those of the tracking algorithm in Ref. [23] , and the tracking accuracy is increased by about 1000 m when the cancellation processing of high dynamic biases is used. The velocity and acceleration estimate errors of the proposed method are also lower than those of the tracking algorithm in Ref. [23] , and there is a great improvement on the tracking stability. This is because the high dynamic biases are considered to be constant by the tracking algorithm in Ref. [23] , but the high dynamic biases are time-varying in realize, so the velocity and acceleration estimate errors of the tracking algorithm in Ref. [23] inevitably increase.
Hence, compared with the tracking algorithm with the systematic biases, the hypersonic target tracking in near space can be performed more accurately.
Example 5
To verify the superiority of the proposed method, it is compared with the method in Ref. [24] . Fig. 13 shows the target state estimate errors for different tracking algorithms. The position, velocity and acceleration estimate errors of the proposed method are much lower than those of the signal processing method in Ref. [24] . This is because the high dynamic biases can be compensated more accurately with the real-time estimation of radial velocity in the proposed method. While the accuracy of radial velocity estimation of the signal processing method in Ref. [24] is much worse than that of the proposed method.
Hence, compared with the existing signal processing method, the hypersonic target tracking in near space can be performed more accurately with the proposed method.
Conclusions
In this paper, the influence of target hypersonic movement on radar detection and tracking was discussed. When the target moves at a hypersonic velocity, the high dynamic biases are brought into the radar measurements, and seriously affect the target tracking and association. In view of the situation, an IMM tracking algorithm was proposed, which is based on the radial velocity estimation and the cancellation processing of high dynamic biases. Through the radial velocity compensation and the cancellation processing of high dynamic biases, the correct probability of multi-radar data association was greatly improved, and the tracking accuracy of hypersonic sliding target in near space was largely enhanced.
